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Such construction of the generator allow us to restart the whole pro-
cess from a given point:

I really like that terrain but it’s too hard for me - reduce the num-
ber of monsters.

But also output a map after each stage so we can easily test it with
players or various evaluation functions in the future:

Is this road scheme better than the other?
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Heroes of Might and Magic III







Logic Map Layout



Logic Map Layout

LML is a graph of nodes represent-
ing zones, and edges, representing
connections between them.

Each node contains a multiset
of zone classes and a multiset
of features (with a proper class
associated).
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Multiplayer Logic Map Layout



Multiplayer Logic Map Layout

To create this graph, we make a copy of LML for each player. Then,
we join these duplicated LML’s via the outer edges and merge certain
buffer zones.



Multiplayer Logic Map Layout



Strategic Features Placement
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Future work



• Actually finish the HoMM3 specific features, including water,
undergrounds, whirlpools and grail.

• Come up with some evaluating functions after each stage, to
check the performance and balance.

• Work on some low-level features, like filling the terrain with
various but adequate obstacles or predict player strength at
given place and adjust the difficulty at this point.

• Look into generating deliberately imbalanced maps, to handicap
AI or increase the challenge.

• Apply similar approach to different games like Anno or Warcraft
series, sharing some of the blocks.
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Questions?
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